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My research interests span all aspects of the design and assessment of complex software-intensive
systems with the goal of improving their reliability. It is important to me that the approaches we
develop are practical, i.e., they prove to be effective for real software and in real settings and they
scale to software systems of realistic size and complexity. A number of projects that I have worked
on have had a direct impact on how software is being developed and tested at large companies
[29, 22, 6, 8, 9, 7]. Similarly, in the empirical studies that I have contributed to we targeted large
numbers of popular and complex open source software projects to obtain insights that developers in
these types of projects can benefit from [26, 3, 12, 13]. In addition to these insights, we contributed
a number of bug fixes that directly improved test quality for these projects.
Striving for practical impact also implies that the output of our research must be available to
researchers and practitioners. I have made the artifacts of my research publicly available whenever
possible, so that others can build on my work if they desire to [30, 32, 26, 3, 24, 12, 13, 5].
In the following I first give a brief summary of my research work to date, to establish the context
that shapes my ongoing and future work. I then provide an overview of the research directions I
intend to follow over the coming years.

Prior Work
Fault Model Selection Effects on Software Fault Injection
Software fault injection (SFI) is a testing technique to assess the robustness of software and widely
applied in the assessment of critical software, e.g., in automotive controllers or business-critical
service infrastructures. To test if software systems can safely operate in adverse conditions, SFI
deliberately exposes them to faulty inputs and resource-constrained execution scenarios specified
by so-called fault models. In the work that has led to my Ph.D. dissertation I have defined a set
of four comparative fault model efficiency metrics and showed in a joint study with colleagues at
Microsoft Research that the results of SFI tests strongly depend on the chosen fault models [29].
The fault models classically used for SFI make the simplifying assumption that only a single fault
can affect a software system at the same time. However, in a follow-up study we showed that
higher order models composed from multiple simple faults identify robustness issues that classical
models fail to detect [31].While such higher order models can be implemented with moderate
effort, they result in a combinatorial explosion of possible fault conditions to test with, which leads
to a vastly increased number of required tests to obtain adequate fault coverage. To mitigate
the overhead that the adoption of higher order fault models entails, I proposed to increase the
experiment throughput by concurrently executing experiments on parallel hardware [30]. The results
show that such parallelization yields the desired throughput improvements, but also that care has to
be taken in order not to threaten the reproducibility of results.
The problem of finding the right fault model, or at least identifying wrong ones, has led to a number
of additional research directions. In [14, 16] we investigated the relation between bugs in programs
and data corruptions on its interfaces to guide the selection of interface data corruption models. To
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provide guidance for performance testers, we manually investigated a large corpus of commits in
popular open source projects to study what patterns performance bugs (i.e., unnecessarily inefficient
source code) take [3]. Our search for the “right bugs” has also led to a Dagstuhl seminar proposal
which got accepted for August 2020 and attracted a number of internationally renowned researchers
from the software engineering, fault-tolerance, and security domains. Unfortunately, it had to be
canceled due to the Covid pandemic and will hopefully be revived in a different format at a later
time.

Test Interference and Flaky Test Detection
The observation of possible test interferences in parallel executions has triggered further research
in two main directions: (1) how such test interferences can be proactively prevented and (2) how
commonly test interferences affect software testers.
Interference Prevention: To proactively prevent test interferences from affecting SFI tests, we
designed a lightweight isolation approach that spawns a new process for each injected fault [25].
Due to the lightweight isolation, performance interference as in [30] were prevented and at the same
time memory isolation was maintained across parallel tests. Since we noticed that the observed
potential for test interference was not specific to SFI tests, we expanded our research focus to
software tests in general and investigated whether we already reached an optimal trade-off between
memory safety and isolation overhead with process isolation or if even weaker isolation can suffice
(and provide lower isolation overhead). For this purpose we developed a lightweight static analysis
to detect potential interferences between threads on files and shared heap memory for C/C++
programs [26]. The results of our study show that
○␣ our parallel testing approach generally outperforms naive parallel test execution
○␣ multi-threaded test execution generally does not pay off, because process handling is not much
more expensive than thread handling on modern systems
○␣ interference on shared files is a threat to naive process-parallel test execution that our approach
can safely handle in many cases
Flaky Tests: Test interferences and their effects are currently being studied intensively in the
software engineering community in the context of flaky tests [15], i.e., tests that non-deterministically
pass and fail. To understand what the chances are to reproduce a certain class of flaky tests, we
analyzed data from 4000 test suite executions and 4000 executions of the same tests in isolation
and derived a number of practical guidelines for execution-based flaky test detection approaches [12].
In a second study, we analyzed when flaky tests become flaky, as this provides guidance on when to
best run flaky test detectors [13]. We found that 75% of flaky tests are already flaky when they
are introduced in the project and that another 10% of flaky tests become flaky by a commit that
directly affects the test’s code, which means that flaky test detection can be focused on commits
that modify test code to detect a large fraction of flaky tests early.

Research Artifact Evaluations
Research artifacts commonly denote anything that has contributed to generating the results presented
in a research article. To counter a potential “replicability crisis” in computer science, and specifically
software engineering research, FSE pioneered research artifact evaluations in 2011. The concept has
since received a healthy adoption in the software engineering and programming languages conference
landscape, with ASE closing the last gap in the front row next year.
Having served on artifact evaluation committees myself and having experienced the practical
challenges, I planned to scientifically investigate how well the implemented processes for artifact
evaluations serve their purpose. As I quickly realized that “the purpose” of artifact evaluations is
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more ambiguous than I had thought, I designed a study on perceived artifact purpose together with
Ben Hermann and Janet Siegmund. The results of our study showed that the perceived purpose of
artifacts is two-fold, and that it depends on the community (software engineering vs. programming
languages) and the artifact type (code, data, proof) [5]. Our article received the ACM SIGSOFT
distinguished paper award at FSE this year.

Other Work
I had the opportunity to work on a number of research topics [20, 21, 22, 6, 8, 9, 7, 28, 2, 24],
which I greatly enjoyed but have not continued due to my shift of interests. While I do not actively
work in these areas now, they certainly contribute to my “systems view” on many research problems.

Future Work
The main focus of my current and future work revolves around three questions.
1. What is the impact of software bug models on software tests?
2. How can we make software tests reliably indicate presence/absence of bugs?
3. How can we improve reproducibility in software engineering research?

Software Bug Simulation
From my Ph.D. work I have a strong background in software fault injections and fault models. Over
the last years and long discussions with colleagues in the software testing and security areas, I came
to understand that the question what a bug actually is has had and still has much relevance. In
software testing, fault-based adequacy or “mutation testing” is a vivid field of research with concepts
that closely resemble what I have worked on for fault injections; higher order mutants [11], for
instance, resemble higher order fault models in my work and what I termed the single-fault-hypothesis
for SFI is conceptually close to the coupling effect hypothesis [10]. Similar concepts exist in recent
software security research, in which the efficacy of ever-improving Fuzzers needs to be evaluated
against a standard corpus of vulnerabilities, which has led to approaches like LAVA that automatically
introduce artificial vulnerabilities into benign code [4, 23]. Three communities have been working
on very similar problems, but with slightly different objectives, and I believe that a cross-community
exchange will provide us with ample opportunities for high-profile research. For example, my work
has largely refuted the equivalent of mutation testing’s coupling effect hypothesis: Simple faults
are not representative of complex faults in SFI. The most referenced work in the mutation testing
area goes back to a 2005 paper [1] with an evaluation basis that would likely not withstand modern
days’ peer review criteria for empirical results. In fact, recent work has shown that there is only a
weak correlation between common mutation adequacy measures of test suites and their (real) fault
detection ability [18]. This opens the question whether mutation testing has been using the right
mutation operators (as the pendant to fault models) and, more broadly, on which factors a “good”
choice or design of mutation operators depends.
A second interesting direction inspired by the similarity of mutation testing and observations from my
work on software fault injections is the problem of equivalent mutants (cf. [17]), i.e., variants of the
program that are functionally identical to the original program. While equivalent mutants constitute
a problem for mutation testing, they can be helpful for testing objectives beyond functionality.
Performance testing and debugging approaches, for instance, target performance improvements
of code without changing its functionality. Ideally, such approaches would be evaluated against
functionally equivalent variants of the same code and what is a nuisance for traditional mutation
testing may be highly desirable in this case.
While I do have a strong interest in fault models from other domains, such as mutation testing, my
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expertise clearly lies in the fault-tolerance applications and I regularly engage in discussions with
mutation testing experts (e.g., Mike Papadakis from the University of Luxembourg) for feedback on
these thoughts.

Software Test Reliability
Much recent work on the reliability has focused on flaky tests. The main problem that flaky tests
cause is that a usually passing test fails in a regression test execution and the developer assumes
that his or her code broke the test, while there actually is a problem with the test code. From
discussions with a colleague at Microsoft Research, I understood that the problem has at least
one more dimension, which has remained largely unexplored. When Microsoft rolls out updates on
Office365, they only gradually expand the update from one data center to the other, because they
frequently encounter issues in one data center that they have not experienced in another one. The
problem is similar to the problem of flaky tests: The code under test remains unchanged, but in
some constellation it fails whereas it passes in others. However, there also is an important difference:
Flaky tests fail or pass non-deterministically on the same setup, whereas in this case tests fail or
pass deterministically for the same setup, but the test result on one setup is not representative
for the test result on the other setup. There has been an early study of a similar problem in the
embedded systems domain at ISSTA this year [27] and private communication with a colleague
from Huawei has confirmed that it is a practical problem of significant magnitude.
I am planning to follow two different approaches to tackle the problem. First, if the differences are
deterministic for each platform, there must be systematic differences that affect test outcomes and
these differences do not affect the code under test, but its execution environment. Therefore, there
must be effects from the execution environment on the control- and data-flow of the program under
test. To capture these effects, the program’s interfaces with the environment can be identified and
the influence of that interface on program execution and test outcome investigated, e.g., using
dynamic or static techniques, which resemble flaky test detection as in [13] or interference detection
as in [26].
Second, if software tests are interpreted to resemble scientific experiments, then the aforementioned
problem reads very familiar to empirical researchers: Does an obtained experimental result hold for
members of a larger population than the one that has been experimented with? The problem is
commonly discussed as the “external validity” of an experiment and viewed as a solved problem
in some research disciplines, mostly by reference to Judea Pearl’s work on transportability [19].
In my research I am planning to investigate the applicability of techniques from the domain of
external validity assessment to the problem of differing software test results in different execution
environments.

SE Research Reproducibility
Artifact evaluations have been introduced to virtually all major software engineering conferences by
now with the goal to foster reproducible research. As scientists, we should seek evidence whether the
way we conduct them indeed fulfills that goal, i.e., (1) whether research results that have undergone
artifact evaluation have a higher likelihood of being reproducible than those that did not and (2) if
the number of reproducible research results has increased for conferences since they have introduced
artifact tracks.
Different conferences have implemented different models of artifact evaluation processes and
correlations with different success rates in terms of reproducible research may indicate the knobs
to turn in order to improve reproducibility. Especially if the effect of artifact evaluations on
reproducibility is low, it would be fair to discuss whether the amount of time that evaluation
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committees spend on reproducing research results is justified and whether that time would be better
spent on assessing reusability of artifacts, which has been stated as a second important goal of
artifact evaluations in our study [5].
As I pointed out in my discussion of research directions for reliable test results, there is a resemblance
between software tests and scientific experiments and I hope that this insight can eventually also
lead to better and easier artifact evaluations by applying principles and techniques from software
testing (e.g., mutation testing or flaky test detection) accordingly.
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